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FirstElement Fuel Inc.

First company in history dedicated to providing retail hydrogen for customers of fuel cell electric vehicles

Fuel cell vehicles can change the world ... Only a lack of fueling infrastructure was standing in the way
Benefits of Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Vehicles

Growing the fuel cell vehicle and hydrogen fuel sector will create:

1. Economic/jobs benefits
   • Domestic manufacturing of equipment
   • Engineering, design, and construction
   • Domestic fuel production and handling
   • Technological superiority

2. Energy independence
   • All hydrogen sourced domestically
   • Displace reliance on petroleum

3. Environmental benefits
   • Reduce greenhouse gases
   • Improve air quality
Hydrogen fueling at existing service stations

We are modernizing existing gasoline stations with a hydrogen dispenser for a look and feel that is retail-like and customer friendly.
Nevada Opportunity

Connect the Country and seed new markets by developing a trans-national corridor of hydrogen stations
Thank you.